For accurate RUSLE-2 results, users must enter the producer’s management which includes the correct tillage/ground disturbing implements. The purpose of this document is to assist planners to properly identify the tillage tools being used. There are wide varieties within each implement category, but the below equipment photos and their soil impact should help with the proper identification. In some cases multiple tools are used in combinations. For example, a disc with a harrow dragged behind. For additional information and photos visit ftp://ftp-fc.sc.egov.usda.gov/IA/intranet/Tillage.pdf.
Photo Guide to Common Tillage Equipment in the Pacific Islands Area

- **Bulldozer w/Brush Rake**
- **Chisel Plow**
- **Example of Points**
  - Sweep Pt
  - Shovel & Straight Pt
  - Twist Pt
- **Cultipacker /Roller**
- **Cultivator (row)**
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